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This essay explains why Nazi Germany was a socialist state, not a capitalist one. And why

Socialism, understood as an economic system based on government ownership of the means of

production, requires either fraud or armed robbery in order to achieve power, and then the

establishment of a totalitarian dictatorship in order to remain in power. Social Democrats do not

have the stomach for armed robbery and the mass murder it entails, and thus do not establish

socialism but merely a more hampered market economy. It takes the Communists to openly

establish socialism.
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I appreciated Dr Reisman's compare and contrast academic piece on Socialism. It's timely now with

the presidential campaign and what we see in the international news. It's also useful to revisit the

descriptions and definitions we learned many years ago in college. Somehow the definitions get

skewed over the decades. For, example read the piece on Socialism in Wikipedia. Totalitarianism

seems to be an attractive philosophy to some demographics but when you put a face on it, i.e.



Naziism, Fascism, Communism, etc. it's true and evil nature is revealed.

An important and brief explanation as to why all the left's propaganda about how the current state of

affairs is not socialism/communism is a deliberate lie. It may not be the most egregious example of

these evil systems, but is most certainly taking us in the wrong direction a baby step at a time. I was

so impressed that I downloaded the book from which this is taken.

Just as Germany directed its Citizen's attention to the Hews so that its own totalitarian policies were

ignored, America is well on it's way down this path by using the rich businessman (while ignoring

the rich politicians, media moguls and other rich folk who support the government's policies).

What any collectivist/socialist hates more than vampire hate silver crosses, is the reality that they

share a philosophy with the Nazis. The usual argument is illustrated on the cover, with the clash

between Hitler and Stalin as "evidence" that they weren't really blood brothers. Reisman makes the

case very well.

Before reading this book, I thought that communism could work under a benevolent ruler. Reisman

convinced me it cannot. It's a shame it's not available as a hard copy. If it was I'd buy heaps of them

and give them to students. This is one of the books that helped me make sense of the world. Two

others are "The Third Choice" by Mark Durie and "The Big Lie" by Dinesh D'Souza.

I can attest that this short essay is one hundred percent right.I live in an on going experiment in

Venezuela, they are trying socialism (again, people never learn) we have shortages of every thing

from life saving medicines to toilet paper. The people in government, mostly exmilitary, calls every

one who doesn't agree with them "fascists".What defenders of free enterprise lack is an

understanding of how well socialism works for those in power, and how important is the influence of

ENVY in the real world.Pay attention, before is too latePeter

a description of fascism. Our America appears to be incorporating this ideology by protesting via

violence anyone and everyone that does not think as they

Don't be lazy. Read it. It takes maybe an hour to do so, and you'll know for sure that the Education

Industrial Complex, as constructed and implemented by the teacher's unions and the Leftists, have



created a mass of ignorant so-called 'highly educated' anti-intellectuals, and that they have lied to

you. Their acolytes will always lie to everyone out of necessity... This book gives you more

ammunition in a condensed form to quickly and politely expose their ignorance of reality.
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